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Problem Statement

According to LinkedIn Talent Connect 2018, 75% of hiring managers
consider behavioral skills as vital as technical skills in candidate
evaluations. In the context of job interviews, these behavioral
attributes hold significant weight, shaping how candidates are
assessed. However, a notable challenge persists – individuals
encounter difficulty in improving these crucial skills, resulting in less-
than-ideal interview performances and missed chances for personal
and professional development. 
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S
Strengths

Quantified importance of
prosody, language, and facial
expressions.
SVR for Multimodal Data
Addresses multicollinearity in
behavioral data
Actionable Insights for
Interview Improvement 

Weaknesses
Variability in Rating by Amazon
Mechanical Turkers
Sensitivity to kernel and
regularization parameters
LASSO overlooks feature
interplay.
Population Selection Bias
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S
Strengths

LSTM for modeling sequential
data and capturing long-term
dependencies
Relation among multimodal
features, skill, self-efficacy,
and GA.
Suitable for analyzing time-
series data

Weaknesses
The dataset used in the study
was relatively small
Requires a large amount of data
for training and may be
computationally intensive.
The study was conducted only
with Japanese participants,
limiting generalizability
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Friendliness 

Structured Answers

Excitement

Engagement

Our solution could significantly enhance interviewees' preparation by
providing detailed and nuanced feedback on aspects such as

friendliness, excitement, engagement, structured answers, and
calmness. This, in turn, could lead to improved interview

performance, increased self-awareness, and better overall
communication skills.

Our Approach

Filler Words

Friendliness 



01 - What have we been doing?

We collected our own data...

50 videos. 



01 - What have we been doing?

We made models...
AUDIO

VIDEO

LEXICAL

Predicted
label:

Structured
Answers

LSTM / Bi-LSM / Dense / GRU

Random
Forest

Classifier

Median-based
classifier

PRAAT Acoustic Analysis
for features extraction

Pre-trained CNN for
emotion detection LIWC

Predicted
Labels:Engaged,

Excited,
Friendliness,
Filler Words,

Paused



The Process - What you see

Step 1: 
Upload the video



Lexical VideoProsodic

Used assembly ai API
to extract transcripts
from the audios.
 Applied LIWC on
these transcripts.

The Process - What goes on

Step 2: 
Feature Extraction

Used parselmouth library
for PRAAT software to
extract prosodic features.

Used pre-trained CNN
for emotion detection
using FER library



Lexical VideoProsodic

Used assembly ai API to
extract transcripts from
the audios.
 Applied LIWC on these
transcripts.

The Process - What goes on

Step 3: 
ML Methodology

Used parselmouth library for
PRAAT software to extract
prosodic features.

Used pre-trained CNN for
emotion detection using
FER library

Random Forest Classifier

Median based classification

Extracted features: paused, calm,
engagingtone, excited



The Process - What goes on



LSTM model for text-based
classification using transcript

The Process - What goes on

Step 4: 
Lexical Analysis

Extracted features:
StructuredAnswers, NoFillers



The Process - Model Architecture



What you finally see

We made the platform...



Video Analysis - due to limited
computational power

Our model could not perform as well as the
one showed in midsem. This is because, we
extracted our own features this time.

Our Limitations



Thanks


